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Little	 ﾠCreatures	 ﾠThat	 ﾠRun	 ﾠthe	 ﾠWorld:	 ﾠBringing	 ﾠAnts	 ﾠto	 ﾠa	 ﾠWider	 ﾠAudience	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ






Ants	 ﾠ(Hymenoptera:	 ﾠFormicidae)	 ﾠare	 ﾠamong	 ﾠthe	 ﾠmost	 ﾠubiquitous	 ﾠand	 ﾠsuccessful	 ﾠ
creatures	 ﾠon	 ﾠearth.	 ﾠThey	 ﾠare	 ﾠthe	 ﾠsubject	 ﾠof	 ﾠresearch	 ﾠby	 ﾠant	 ﾠbiologists	 ﾠworldwide,	 ﾠand	 ﾠ
with	 ﾠover	 ﾠ8,800	 ﾠidentified	 ﾠspecies,	 ﾠaccess	 ﾠto	 ﾠquality	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠis	 ﾠimportant	 ﾠfor	 ﾠthose	 ﾠ
researchers.	 ﾠAntWiki	 ﾠ(http://www.antwiki.org/) was	 ﾠcreated	 ﾠoriginally	 ﾠas	 ﾠan	 ﾠonline	 ﾠ
listing	 ﾠof	 ﾠall	 ﾠant	 ﾠtaxonomists	 ﾠand	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠpapers,	 ﾠand	 ﾠlibrarians	 ﾠhave	 ﾠassisted	 ﾠthe	 ﾠproject	 ﾠby	 ﾠ
finding,	 ﾠscanning	 ﾠand	 ﾠuploading	 ﾠarticles	 ﾠand	 ﾠcontributing	 ﾠto	 ﾠa	 ﾠpage	 ﾠon	 ﾠHuman	 ﾠCulture	 ﾠ
and	 ﾠAnts. 
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INTRODUCTION	 ﾠ
Today	 ﾠwe	 ﾠare	 ﾠexperiencing	 ﾠan	 ﾠexplosion	 ﾠof	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠsharing	 ﾠthat	 ﾠis	 ﾠtransforming	 ﾠ
research.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠsciences	 ﾠhave	 ﾠbenefitted	 ﾠgreatly,	 ﾠand	 ﾠa	 ﾠwide	 ﾠrange	 ﾠof	 ﾠonline	 ﾠvehicles	 ﾠhave	 ﾠbeen	 ﾠ
created	 ﾠto	 ﾠfacilitate	 ﾠthis	 ﾠsharing.	 ﾠThere	 ﾠare	 ﾠwebsites,	 ﾠblogs,	 ﾠwebguides,	 ﾠwikis,	 ﾠetc.	 ﾠSome	 ﾠare	 ﾠ
officially	 ﾠsponsored	 ﾠby	 ﾠacademic	 ﾠand	 ﾠresearch	 ﾠinstitutions;	 ﾠothers	 ﾠare	 ﾠthe	 ﾠwork	 ﾠof	 ﾠinterested	 ﾠ
amateurs;	 ﾠand	 ﾠthere	 ﾠis	 ﾠeverything	 ﾠin	 ﾠbetween.	 ﾠOne	 ﾠcollaboration	 ﾠof	 ﾠant	 ﾠbiologists,	 ﾠAntWiki	 ﾠ
(http://www.antwiki.org/),	 ﾠaims	 ﾠ“to	 ﾠprovide	 ﾠa	 ﾠwealth	 ﾠof	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠon	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld’s	 ﾠants”	 ﾠ
(Antwiki,	 ﾠ2014)	 ﾠand	 ﾠgathers	 ﾠcontributions	 ﾠfrom	 ﾠant	 ﾠexperts	 ﾠworldwide,	 ﾠmaking	 ﾠthe	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠ
accessible	 ﾠto	 ﾠanyone	 ﾠwith	 ﾠan	 ﾠInternet	 ﾠconnection.	 ﾠBeginning	 ﾠin	 ﾠ2011	 ﾠlibrarians,	 ﾠand	 ﾠfor	 ﾠtwo	 ﾠ  2 
years	 ﾠlibrary	 ﾠschool	 ﾠstudents,	 ﾠcollaborated	 ﾠwith	 ﾠthe	 ﾠresearchers	 ﾠto	 ﾠenhance	 ﾠAntwiki	 ﾠand	 ﾠworked	 ﾠ
together	 ﾠto	 ﾠfurther	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld’s	 ﾠknowledge	 ﾠof	 ﾠants,	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ“little	 ﾠcreatures	 ﾠthat	 ﾠrun	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld”	 ﾠin	 ﾠE.	 ﾠ
O.	 ﾠWilson’s	 ﾠwords	 ﾠ(Upton	 ﾠ1995).	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ
Figure	 ﾠ1.	 ﾠAntwiki	 ﾠHomepage.	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ
BACKGROUND	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ It	 ﾠhas	 ﾠalways	 ﾠbeen	 ﾠimportant	 ﾠfor	 ﾠresearchers	 ﾠto	 ﾠshare	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠwork	 ﾠby	 ﾠwhatever	 ﾠmeans	 ﾠ
available.	 ﾠOriginally	 ﾠthis	 ﾠwas	 ﾠdone	 ﾠinformally,	 ﾠthrough	 ﾠwritings	 ﾠand	 ﾠteachings.	 ﾠAs	 ﾠfar	 ﾠback	 ﾠas	 ﾠ
Egypt’s	 ﾠOld	 ﾠKingdom,	 ﾠaround	 ﾠ3,000	 ﾠyears	 ﾠago,	 ﾠthe	 ﾠhigh	 ﾠpriest	 ﾠImhotep	 ﾠdescribed	 ﾠsurgical	 ﾠ
procedures	 ﾠon	 ﾠa	 ﾠpapyrus	 ﾠknown	 ﾠtoday	 ﾠas	 ﾠthe	 ﾠEdwin	 ﾠSmith	 ﾠPapyrus	 ﾠ(Finger	 ﾠ2000).The	 ﾠancient	 ﾠ
Greek	 ﾠphysician	 ﾠHippocrates,	 ﾠknown	 ﾠas	 ﾠthe	 ﾠFather	 ﾠof	 ﾠMedicine,	 ﾠtaught	 ﾠand	 ﾠwrote,	 ﾠthough	 ﾠmost	 ﾠ
of	 ﾠhis	 ﾠwritten	 ﾠwork	 ﾠhas	 ﾠnot	 ﾠsurvived	 ﾠ(Hornblower,	 ﾠSpawforth,	 ﾠand	 ﾠEidinow	 ﾠ2012).	 ﾠDuring	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
Renaissance	 ﾠin	 ﾠEurope,	 ﾠscholars	 ﾠregularly	 ﾠexchanged	 ﾠletters	 ﾠdescribing	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠwork.	 ﾠThen	 ﾠwith	 ﾠ
the	 ﾠfounding	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠRoyal	 ﾠSociety	 ﾠin	 ﾠ1660,	 ﾠphysicians	 ﾠand	 ﾠscientists	 ﾠ(then	 ﾠcalled	 ﾠ“natural	 ﾠ
philosophers”)	 ﾠgot	 ﾠtogether	 ﾠto	 ﾠtalk	 ﾠand	 ﾠto	 ﾠrun	 ﾠexperiments.	 ﾠIn	 ﾠ1665	 ﾠthey	 ﾠbegan	 ﾠto	 ﾠpublish	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
Philosophical	 ﾠTransactions	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠRoyal	 ﾠSociety,	 ﾠand	 ﾠthe	 ﾠmodern	 ﾠscientific	 ﾠjournal	 ﾠwas	 ﾠborn	 ﾠ
(Anonymous	 ﾠ2014).	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Over	 ﾠtime,	 ﾠthe	 ﾠnumber	 ﾠof	 ﾠjournals	 ﾠincreased,	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠpublication	 ﾠbecame	 ﾠmore	 ﾠregular,	 ﾠ
and	 ﾠdissemination	 ﾠgrew	 ﾠwider.	 ﾠEventually	 ﾠauthors	 ﾠwere	 ﾠgiven	 ﾠa	 ﾠcertain	 ﾠnumber	 ﾠof	 ﾠpaper	 ﾠ
reprints	 ﾠthat	 ﾠthey	 ﾠcould	 ﾠdistribute	 ﾠto	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠcolleagues	 ﾠto	 ﾠmake	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠresearch	 ﾠmore	 ﾠwidely	 ﾠ  3 
available.	 ﾠMore	 ﾠrecently,	 ﾠwith	 ﾠthe	 ﾠadvent	 ﾠof	 ﾠe-ﾭ‐journals,	 ﾠpaper	 ﾠcopies	 ﾠhave	 ﾠfallen	 ﾠinto	 ﾠdisfavor	 ﾠ
and	 ﾠPDFs	 ﾠare	 ﾠthe	 ﾠusual	 ﾠmeans	 ﾠof	 ﾠdistribution	 ﾠof	 ﾠspecific	 ﾠscholarly	 ﾠoutput.	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ In	 ﾠthe	 ﾠfield	 ﾠof	 ﾠnatural	 ﾠhistory,	 ﾠtaxonomic	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠhas	 ﾠalways	 ﾠbeen	 ﾠparticularly	 ﾠ
important.	 ﾠIn	 ﾠorder	 ﾠto	 ﾠunderstand	 ﾠthe	 ﾠbehavior,	 ﾠevolution	 ﾠand	 ﾠphylogenetic	 ﾠrelationships	 ﾠof	 ﾠ
species,	 ﾠit	 ﾠis	 ﾠnecessary	 ﾠto	 ﾠfirst	 ﾠidentify	 ﾠand	 ﾠclassify	 ﾠthem,	 ﾠand	 ﾠthen	 ﾠpublish	 ﾠand	 ﾠshare	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
descriptions	 ﾠin	 ﾠorder	 ﾠto	 ﾠmake	 ﾠthem	 ﾠavailable	 ﾠto	 ﾠothers	 ﾠand	 ﾠto	 ﾠprevent	 ﾠduplication	 ﾠin	 ﾠidentifying	 ﾠ
and	 ﾠnaming	 ﾠspecies.	 ﾠDescriptions	 ﾠare	 ﾠcollected	 ﾠin	 ﾠvarious	 ﾠways,	 ﾠand	 ﾠthe	 ﾠcollections	 ﾠare	 ﾠusually	 ﾠ
local	 ﾠor	 ﾠregional	 ﾠin	 ﾠscope.	 ﾠOriginally	 ﾠthese	 ﾠbibliographies	 ﾠwere	 ﾠprinted,	 ﾠbut	 ﾠtoday	 ﾠmost	 ﾠ
taxonomic	 ﾠarticles	 ﾠare	 ﾠalso	 ﾠavailable	 ﾠelectronically.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠInternet	 ﾠhas	 ﾠalso	 ﾠopened	 ﾠup	 ﾠnew	 ﾠ
avenues	 ﾠfor	 ﾠcreating	 ﾠonline	 ﾠbibliographies	 ﾠthat	 ﾠare	 ﾠdynamic	 ﾠand	 ﾠeasy	 ﾠto	 ﾠkeep	 ﾠupdated.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
ANTS	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Ants	 ﾠ(Hymenoptera:	 ﾠFormicidae)	 ﾠare	 ﾠamong	 ﾠthe	 ﾠmost	 ﾠubiquitous	 ﾠand	 ﾠsuccessful	 ﾠ
creatures	 ﾠon	 ﾠearth.	 ﾠThey	 ﾠfirst	 ﾠappear	 ﾠin	 ﾠthe	 ﾠfossil	 ﾠrecord	 ﾠaround	 ﾠ100	 ﾠmillion	 ﾠyears	 ﾠago	 ﾠ(Lapolla,	 ﾠ
Dlussky,	 ﾠand	 ﾠPerrichot	 ﾠ2013,	 ﾠ609-ﾭ‐630).	 ﾠToday	 ﾠthere	 ﾠare	 ﾠover	 ﾠ8,800	 ﾠidentified	 ﾠspecies	 ﾠ
worldwide,	 ﾠand	 ﾠthere	 ﾠare	 ﾠundoubtedly	 ﾠmany	 ﾠmore	 ﾠthat	 ﾠhave	 ﾠnot	 ﾠbeen	 ﾠdescribed.	 ﾠAnts	 ﾠare	 ﾠ
found	 ﾠon	 ﾠevery	 ﾠcontinent	 ﾠexcept	 ﾠAntarctica,	 ﾠand	 ﾠin	 ﾠa	 ﾠwide	 ﾠvariety	 ﾠof	 ﾠhabitats.	 ﾠThey	 ﾠmay	 ﾠbe	 ﾠ
economically	 ﾠimportant	 ﾠin	 ﾠvarious	 ﾠways.	 ﾠSometimes	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠactivities	 ﾠruin	 ﾠcrops	 ﾠor	 ﾠbuildings,	 ﾠbut	 ﾠ
they	 ﾠmay	 ﾠalso	 ﾠbe	 ﾠhelpful	 ﾠby	 ﾠturning	 ﾠover	 ﾠsoil,	 ﾠrecycling	 ﾠorganic	 ﾠmaterial,	 ﾠdefending	 ﾠplants,	 ﾠ
spreading	 ﾠseeds,	 ﾠkilling	 ﾠcrop	 ﾠpests,	 ﾠand	 ﾠin	 ﾠother	 ﾠways	 ﾠ(Hölldobler	 ﾠand	 ﾠWilson	 ﾠ1994).	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Ants	 ﾠare	 ﾠ“eusocial,”	 ﾠalong	 ﾠwith	 ﾠonly	 ﾠa	 ﾠhandful	 ﾠof	 ﾠother	 ﾠtaxa	 ﾠ-ﾭ‐	 ﾠsome	 ﾠbees	 ﾠand	 ﾠwasps,	 ﾠall	 ﾠ
termites,	 ﾠa	 ﾠvery	 ﾠfew	 ﾠother	 ﾠinsects,	 ﾠa	 ﾠcouple	 ﾠof	 ﾠcrustaceans,	 ﾠnaked	 ﾠmole	 ﾠrats	 ﾠand	 ﾠhumans	 ﾠ  4 
(Wilson	 ﾠ2012).	 ﾠEusociality	 ﾠis	 ﾠcharacterized	 ﾠby	 ﾠmultiple	 ﾠgenerations	 ﾠliving	 ﾠtogether	 ﾠand	 ﾠcaring	 ﾠfor	 ﾠ
young;	 ﾠmaintenance	 ﾠand	 ﾠdefense	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠnest;	 ﾠand	 ﾠdivision	 ﾠof	 ﾠlabor.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Ants	 ﾠare	 ﾠamong	 ﾠthe	 ﾠeusocial	 ﾠcreatures	 ﾠthat	 ﾠhave	 ﾠcastes;	 ﾠbasically	 ﾠthese	 ﾠare	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
reproductives	 ﾠ(the	 ﾠqueens	 ﾠand	 ﾠmales)	 ﾠand	 ﾠthe	 ﾠnon-ﾭ‐reproductives	 ﾠ(the	 ﾠworkers).	 ﾠTheir	 ﾠ
haplodiploid	 ﾠsystem	 ﾠmeans	 ﾠthat	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworkers	 ﾠare	 ﾠall	 ﾠsisters.	 ﾠSince	 ﾠthe	 ﾠmales	 ﾠ–	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠfathers	 ﾠ–	 ﾠ
came	 ﾠfrom	 ﾠunfertilized	 ﾠeggs	 ﾠand	 ﾠcontribute	 ﾠonly	 ﾠone	 ﾠset	 ﾠof	 ﾠgenes	 ﾠinstead	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠusual	 ﾠtwo,	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
workers	 ﾠshare	 ﾠup	 ﾠto	 ﾠthree-ﾭ‐quarters	 ﾠof	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠgenes	 ﾠwith	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠsisters	 ﾠ(depending	 ﾠon	 ﾠhow	 ﾠmany	 ﾠ
males	 ﾠmated	 ﾠwith	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠmother	 ﾠthe	 ﾠqueen)	 ﾠwhile	 ﾠthey	 ﾠwould	 ﾠonly	 ﾠshare	 ﾠhalf	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠgenes	 ﾠwith	 ﾠ
any	 ﾠoffspring	 ﾠthey	 ﾠmight	 ﾠproduce.	 ﾠIt	 ﾠtherefore	 ﾠmakes	 ﾠsense	 ﾠgenetically	 ﾠfor	 ﾠthem	 ﾠto	 ﾠnot	 ﾠonly	 ﾠ
give	 ﾠup	 ﾠhaving	 ﾠoffspring	 ﾠof	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠown	 ﾠbut	 ﾠto	 ﾠwork	 ﾠcooperatively	 ﾠfor	 ﾠthe	 ﾠgood	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠentire	 ﾠ
colony,	 ﾠeven	 ﾠrisking	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠlives.	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Ants	 ﾠhave	 ﾠhighly	 ﾠefficient	 ﾠsocial	 ﾠstructures.	 ﾠThere	 ﾠis	 ﾠa	 ﾠqueen	 ﾠ(or	 ﾠsometimes	 ﾠqueens)	 ﾠ
whose	 ﾠsole	 ﾠpurpose	 ﾠin	 ﾠlife	 ﾠis	 ﾠto	 ﾠmate,	 ﾠstart	 ﾠthe	 ﾠcolony	 ﾠand	 ﾠlay	 ﾠeggs.	 ﾠWorkers	 ﾠgroom,	 ﾠfeed	 ﾠand	 ﾠ
care	 ﾠfor	 ﾠthe	 ﾠqueen	 ﾠand	 ﾠtend	 ﾠthe	 ﾠyoung.	 ﾠOther	 ﾠworkers	 ﾠforage	 ﾠfor	 ﾠfood,	 ﾠbuild	 ﾠand	 ﾠrepair	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
nest,	 ﾠand	 ﾠdefend	 ﾠthe	 ﾠcolony	 ﾠfrom	 ﾠattack	 ﾠfrom	 ﾠoutside.	 ﾠIn	 ﾠmany	 ﾠant	 ﾠspecies,	 ﾠworkers	 ﾠtake	 ﾠon	 ﾠ
different	 ﾠroles	 ﾠat	 ﾠdifferent	 ﾠstages	 ﾠin	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠlives	 ﾠ(Hölldobler	 ﾠand	 ﾠWilson	 ﾠ1994).	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ With	 ﾠso	 ﾠmany	 ﾠspecies	 ﾠaround	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld,	 ﾠkeeping	 ﾠtrack	 ﾠof	 ﾠant	 ﾠtaxonomy	 ﾠ–	 ﾠname	 ﾠ
changes,	 ﾠdiscoveries	 ﾠof	 ﾠnew	 ﾠspecies	 ﾠand	 ﾠrelationships	 ﾠbetween	 ﾠthem	 ﾠ–	 ﾠhas	 ﾠnever	 ﾠbeen	 ﾠeasy.	 ﾠ
Originally,	 ﾠtaxonomic	 ﾠrecords	 ﾠwere	 ﾠoccasionally	 ﾠgathered	 ﾠinto	 ﾠprint	 ﾠbibliographies,	 ﾠusually	 ﾠ
regional	 ﾠor	 ﾠlocal	 ﾠin	 ﾠscope;	 ﾠone	 ﾠexample	 ﾠis	 ﾠWheeler	 ﾠ(1935).	 ﾠThe	 ﾠfirst	 ﾠcompendium	 ﾠof	 ﾠall	 ﾠ
taxonomic	 ﾠdecisions	 ﾠfor	 ﾠants	 ﾠworldwide	 ﾠwas	 ﾠprepared	 ﾠby	 ﾠBarry	 ﾠBolton	 ﾠin	 ﾠ1995	 ﾠ(Bolton	 ﾠ2003).	 ﾠ
He	 ﾠfollowed	 ﾠthat	 ﾠin	 ﾠ1996	 ﾠwith	 ﾠA	 ﾠBibliography	 ﾠof	 ﾠAnt	 ﾠSystematics	 ﾠ	 ﾠwritten	 ﾠwith	 ﾠPhilip	 ﾠWard,	 ﾠ  5 
Steve	 ﾠShattuck	 ﾠand	 ﾠWilliam	 ﾠBrown	 ﾠJr.	 ﾠ(Ward	 ﾠand	 ﾠothers	 ﾠ1996),	 ﾠand	 ﾠIn	 ﾠ2003	 ﾠSynopsis	 ﾠand	 ﾠ
Classification	 ﾠof	 ﾠFormicidae	 ﾠ(Bolton	 ﾠ2003).	 ﾠAll	 ﾠthese	 ﾠwere	 ﾠprinted.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
ANT	 ﾠTAXONOMY	 ﾠGOES	 ﾠONLINE	 ﾠ–	 ﾠTHE	 ﾠGLOBAL	 ﾠANT	 ﾠPROJECT,	 ﾠGAP	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ In	 ﾠMay	 ﾠ2008,	 ﾠa	 ﾠmeeting	 ﾠof	 ﾠant	 ﾠbiologists	 ﾠfrom	 ﾠaround	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld	 ﾠwas	 ﾠheld	 ﾠat	 ﾠHarvard	 ﾠ
University	 ﾠto	 ﾠformally	 ﾠplan	 ﾠfor	 ﾠan	 ﾠonline	 ﾠlisting	 ﾠof	 ﾠall	 ﾠant	 ﾠtaxonomic	 ﾠliterature	 ﾠarranged	 ﾠby	 ﾠ
author.	 ﾠBolton	 ﾠcollaborated	 ﾠwith	 ﾠSteve	 ﾠShattuck	 ﾠof	 ﾠAustralia’s	 ﾠCommonwealth	 ﾠScientific	 ﾠand	 ﾠ
Industrial	 ﾠResearch	 ﾠOrganisation	 ﾠ(CSIRO)	 ﾠand	 ﾠPhilip	 ﾠWard	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠUniversity	 ﾠof	 ﾠCalifornia	 ﾠat	 ﾠDavis	 ﾠ
to	 ﾠcreate	 ﾠthe	 ﾠGlobal	 ﾠAnt	 ﾠProject	 ﾠor	 ﾠGAP	 ﾠ(http://gap.entclub.org/).	 ﾠThey	 ﾠimported	 ﾠthe	 ﾠBolton	 ﾠ
bibliography	 ﾠand	 ﾠat	 ﾠa	 ﾠsecond	 ﾠmeeting	 ﾠin	 ﾠNovember	 ﾠ2009	 ﾠpulled	 ﾠtogether	 ﾠmore	 ﾠant	 ﾠbiologists	 ﾠto	 ﾠ
work	 ﾠon	 ﾠthe	 ﾠproject.	 ﾠBy	 ﾠ2011	 ﾠalmost	 ﾠ1,000	 ﾠtaxonomists	 ﾠwere	 ﾠlisted	 ﾠin	 ﾠGAP,	 ﾠwith	 ﾠbrief	 ﾠ
biographies,	 ﾠportraits	 ﾠwhen	 ﾠavailable,	 ﾠand	 ﾠlists	 ﾠof	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠpublications	 ﾠwith	 ﾠlinks	 ﾠto	 ﾠPDFs	 ﾠwhenever	 ﾠ
possible.	 ﾠIt	 ﾠwas	 ﾠincreasingly	 ﾠpopular,	 ﾠreceiving	 ﾠthousands	 ﾠof	 ﾠhits	 ﾠfrom	 ﾠall	 ﾠover	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld	 ﾠand	 ﾠ
from	 ﾠalmost	 ﾠevery	 ﾠcountry	 ﾠ(190	 ﾠof	 ﾠ~193	 ﾠcountries	 ﾠlisted	 ﾠby	 ﾠthe	 ﾠUnited	 ﾠNations	 ﾠin	 ﾠ2011).	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ The	 ﾠauthor	 ﾠis	 ﾠa	 ﾠlibrarian	 ﾠat	 ﾠHarvard	 ﾠUniversity’s	 ﾠErnst	 ﾠMayr	 ﾠLibrary	 ﾠ-ﾭ‐	 ﾠMuseum	 ﾠof	 ﾠ
Comparative	 ﾠZoology	 ﾠ(EML)	 ﾠand	 ﾠby	 ﾠ2011	 ﾠwas	 ﾠassisting	 ﾠthe	 ﾠant	 ﾠresearchers	 ﾠin	 ﾠfinding	 ﾠmissing	 ﾠ
articles,	 ﾠscanning	 ﾠthem	 ﾠas	 ﾠnecessary	 ﾠand	 ﾠcreating	 ﾠPDFs	 ﾠfor	 ﾠupload	 ﾠto	 ﾠGAP.	 ﾠ	 ﾠHowever,	 ﾠthere	 ﾠ
were	 ﾠstill	 ﾠmany	 ﾠimportant	 ﾠbut	 ﾠdifficult	 ﾠto	 ﾠobtain	 ﾠarticles	 ﾠmissing,	 ﾠand	 ﾠprogress	 ﾠwas	 ﾠslow	 ﾠsince	 ﾠ
the	 ﾠauthor	 ﾠhas	 ﾠmany	 ﾠother	 ﾠduties	 ﾠand	 ﾠcould	 ﾠonly	 ﾠsporadically	 ﾠdevote	 ﾠtime	 ﾠto	 ﾠthe	 ﾠproject.	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Around	 ﾠthis	 ﾠtime,	 ﾠspring	 ﾠ2011,	 ﾠthe	 ﾠSimmons	 ﾠCollege	 ﾠGraduate	 ﾠSchool	 ﾠof	 ﾠLibrary	 ﾠ&	 ﾠ
Information	 ﾠScience	 ﾠ(GSLIS)	 ﾠlaunched	 ﾠan	 ﾠinternship	 ﾠcourse,	 ﾠLIS	 ﾠ501	 ﾠ
(http://www.simmons.edu/gslis/academics/courses/electives/index.php),	 ﾠand	 ﾠsolicited	 ﾠ
partners	 ﾠaround	 ﾠGreater	 ﾠBoston	 ﾠand	 ﾠsurrounding	 ﾠareas	 ﾠto	 ﾠsponsor	 ﾠstudents.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠinterns	 ﾠwere	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required	 ﾠto	 ﾠhave	 ﾠcompleted	 ﾠall	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠrequirements,	 ﾠso	 ﾠthat	 ﾠthey	 ﾠwere	 ﾠnearing	 ﾠthe	 ﾠends	 ﾠof	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠ
programs,	 ﾠand	 ﾠto	 ﾠcommit	 ﾠ120	 ﾠhours	 ﾠof	 ﾠwork.	 ﾠRecognizing	 ﾠthat	 ﾠan	 ﾠintern	 ﾠwould	 ﾠbe	 ﾠperfect	 ﾠfor	 ﾠ
the	 ﾠGAP	 ﾠproject,	 ﾠthe	 ﾠlibrary	 ﾠapplied	 ﾠfor	 ﾠone,	 ﾠand	 ﾠin	 ﾠthe	 ﾠsummer	 ﾠterm	 ﾠthe	 ﾠfirst	 ﾠarrived	 ﾠat	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
EML.	 ﾠIn	 ﾠsucceeding	 ﾠsemesters	 ﾠshe	 ﾠwas	 ﾠsucceeded	 ﾠby	 ﾠfour	 ﾠmore.	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ We	 ﾠdecided	 ﾠthat	 ﾠthe	 ﾠbest	 ﾠapproach	 ﾠwas	 ﾠto	 ﾠgo	 ﾠthrough	 ﾠthe	 ﾠalphabet,	 ﾠfilling	 ﾠin	 ﾠmissing	 ﾠ
papers	 ﾠin	 ﾠorder.	 ﾠAlong	 ﾠwith	 ﾠthe	 ﾠauthor	 ﾠthe	 ﾠfirst	 ﾠfour	 ﾠinterns	 ﾠworked	 ﾠsystematically	 ﾠthrough	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
list,	 ﾠno	 ﾠsmall	 ﾠtask	 ﾠin	 ﾠitself	 ﾠfor	 ﾠseveral	 ﾠreasons.	 ﾠMany	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠneeded	 ﾠitems	 ﾠwere	 ﾠold,	 ﾠin	 ﾠobscure	 ﾠor	 ﾠ
defunct	 ﾠjournals.	 ﾠSome	 ﾠwere	 ﾠin	 ﾠlanguages	 ﾠother	 ﾠthan	 ﾠEnglish.	 ﾠTo	 ﾠmake	 ﾠmatters	 ﾠworse	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
citations	 ﾠwere	 ﾠoften	 ﾠincomplete,	 ﾠabbreviated	 ﾠor	 ﾠsimply	 ﾠincorrect,	 ﾠmaking	 ﾠit	 ﾠnecessary	 ﾠto	 ﾠfirst	 ﾠ
disambiguate	 ﾠthem.	 ﾠThis	 ﾠmight	 ﾠinvolve	 ﾠdouble-ﾭ‐checking	 ﾠother	 ﾠsources	 ﾠthat	 ﾠcited	 ﾠthe	 ﾠreferences;	 ﾠ
for	 ﾠolder	 ﾠitems	 ﾠsearching	 ﾠin	 ﾠthe	 ﾠold	 ﾠRoyal	 ﾠSociety	 ﾠCatalogue	 ﾠof	 ﾠScientific	 ﾠPapers;	 ﾠor	 ﾠlooking	 ﾠ
through	 ﾠlists	 ﾠof	 ﾠabbreviations.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠinterns	 ﾠalso	 ﾠcreated	 ﾠspecific	 ﾠlists	 ﾠthat	 ﾠthey	 ﾠpassed	 ﾠon	 ﾠto	 ﾠtheir	 ﾠ
successors.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Even	 ﾠwith	 ﾠa	 ﾠcorrect	 ﾠcitation,	 ﾠfinding	 ﾠthe	 ﾠactual	 ﾠitem	 ﾠin	 ﾠthe	 ﾠlibrary	 ﾠcould	 ﾠstill	 ﾠbe	 ﾠa	 ﾠ
challenge.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠLibrary	 ﾠis	 ﾠ153	 ﾠyears	 ﾠold	 ﾠand	 ﾠalthough	 ﾠLibrary	 ﾠof	 ﾠCongress	 ﾠcatalog	 ﾠnumbers	 ﾠhave	 ﾠ
been	 ﾠassigned	 ﾠto	 ﾠbooks	 ﾠsince	 ﾠ1978,	 ﾠolder	 ﾠitems	 ﾠwere	 ﾠcataloged	 ﾠusing	 ﾠa	 ﾠhomegrown	 ﾠ
classification	 ﾠsystem.	 ﾠFor	 ﾠexample,	 ﾠbooks	 ﾠabout	 ﾠants	 ﾠwould	 ﾠhave	 ﾠthe	 ﾠbasic	 ﾠcall	 ﾠnumber	 ﾠMCZ	 ﾠ
HYM	 ﾠ(Museum	 ﾠof	 ﾠComparative	 ﾠZoology	 ﾠ–	 ﾠHymenoptera),	 ﾠand	 ﾠwithin	 ﾠthat	 ﾠsection	 ﾠwould	 ﾠbe	 ﾠ
arranged	 ﾠby	 ﾠauthor’s	 ﾠlast	 ﾠnames,	 ﾠand	 ﾠwithin	 ﾠeach	 ﾠauthor’s	 ﾠsection	 ﾠby	 ﾠdate	 ﾠin	 ﾠascending	 ﾠorder.	 ﾠ
Occasionally	 ﾠnumbers	 ﾠhad	 ﾠbeen	 ﾠappended	 ﾠto	 ﾠadd	 ﾠto	 ﾠthe	 ﾠconfusion.	 ﾠFurther,	 ﾠmany	 ﾠitems	 ﾠthat	 ﾠ
were	 ﾠcataloged	 ﾠunder	 ﾠthe	 ﾠold	 ﾠsystem	 ﾠare	 ﾠnot	 ﾠbooks	 ﾠbut	 ﾠare	 ﾠreprints	 ﾠof	 ﾠjournal	 ﾠarticles,	 ﾠand	 ﾠ
since	 ﾠthese	 ﾠare	 ﾠsmall	 ﾠthey	 ﾠare	 ﾠoften	 ﾠflimsily	 ﾠand	 ﾠsometimes	 ﾠrandomly	 ﾠbound	 ﾠtogether,	 ﾠmaking	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finding	 ﾠan	 ﾠindividual	 ﾠitem	 ﾠdifficult	 ﾠ(and	 ﾠalso	 ﾠmaking	 ﾠthem	 ﾠvery	 ﾠeasy	 ﾠto	 ﾠmisplace).	 ﾠSo	 ﾠthere	 ﾠwere	 ﾠ
significant	 ﾠchallenges	 ﾠfor	 ﾠthe	 ﾠinterns,	 ﾠthough	 ﾠhappily	 ﾠthey	 ﾠall	 ﾠrose	 ﾠto	 ﾠthe	 ﾠoccasion	 ﾠand	 ﾠeven	 ﾠ
enjoyed	 ﾠthe	 ﾠdetective	 ﾠwork.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠAha!	 ﾠfeeling	 ﾠof	 ﾠsatisfaction	 ﾠwhen	 ﾠone	 ﾠfinally	 ﾠtracks	 ﾠdown	 ﾠ
something	 ﾠafter	 ﾠextended	 ﾠand	 ﾠcomplicated	 ﾠsearching	 ﾠis	 ﾠfamiliar	 ﾠto	 ﾠall	 ﾠlibrarians.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ As	 ﾠneeded	 ﾠitems	 ﾠwere	 ﾠfound,	 ﾠthey	 ﾠwere	 ﾠscanned	 ﾠand	 ﾠuploaded	 ﾠto	 ﾠGAP.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠfourth	 ﾠ
intern,	 ﾠMarie	 ﾠHviding,	 ﾠcompleted	 ﾠthe	 ﾠlist	 ﾠas	 ﾠbest	 ﾠshe	 ﾠcould	 ﾠand	 ﾠthen	 ﾠsearched	 ﾠfor	 ﾠmissing	 ﾠ
portraits	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠtaxonomists	 ﾠwith	 ﾠsome	 ﾠsuccess.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠresult	 ﾠof	 ﾠall	 ﾠthe	 ﾠinterns’	 ﾠwork	 ﾠwas	 ﾠthat	 ﾠ
many	 ﾠdifficult-ﾭ‐to-ﾭ‐get	 ﾠarticles	 ﾠwere	 ﾠmade	 ﾠavailable	 ﾠto	 ﾠant	 ﾠresearchers	 ﾠworldwide,	 ﾠand	 ﾠGAP	 ﾠwas	 ﾠ
greatly	 ﾠenhanced.	 ﾠ
GAP	 ﾠMOVES	 ﾠTO	 ﾠANTWIKI	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ In	 ﾠNovember	 ﾠ2010	 ﾠSteve	 ﾠShattuck	 ﾠdemonstrated	 ﾠto	 ﾠthe	 ﾠGAP	 ﾠant	 ﾠbiologists	 ﾠwiki	 ﾠsoftware	 ﾠ
that	 ﾠhe	 ﾠhad	 ﾠbeen	 ﾠexploring	 ﾠas	 ﾠa	 ﾠpossible	 ﾠreplacement	 ﾠfor	 ﾠGAP.	 ﾠ	 ﾠWiki	 ﾠtechnology	 ﾠwould	 ﾠprovide	 ﾠ
a	 ﾠmore	 ﾠdynamic	 ﾠplatform	 ﾠand	 ﾠbe	 ﾠeasier	 ﾠfor	 ﾠresearchers	 ﾠaround	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld	 ﾠto	 ﾠaccess	 ﾠand	 ﾠ
maintain.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠbiologists	 ﾠdecided	 ﾠto	 ﾠmove	 ﾠto	 ﾠthe	 ﾠwiki	 ﾠformat	 ﾠand	 ﾠat	 ﾠthe	 ﾠsame	 ﾠtime	 ﾠto	 ﾠgo	 ﾠbeyond	 ﾠ
taxonomy	 ﾠand	 ﾠcreate	 ﾠspecies	 ﾠpages	 ﾠfor	 ﾠall	 ﾠthe	 ﾠants	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld.	 ﾠTherefore,	 ﾠin	 ﾠ2012	 ﾠAntwiki	 ﾠwas	 ﾠ
formally	 ﾠlaunched	 ﾠand	 ﾠGAP	 ﾠwas	 ﾠincorporated	 ﾠcompletely	 ﾠinto	 ﾠit	 ﾠ(http://www.antwiki.org).	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Antwiki	 ﾠproposes	 ﾠto	 ﾠprovide	 ﾠ“a	 ﾠwealth	 ﾠof	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠon	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld’s	 ﾠants”	 ﾠ(Antwiki	 ﾠ
2014).	 ﾠThe	 ﾠAbout	 ﾠpage	 ﾠ(http://www.antwiki.org/wiki/Antwiki:About)	 ﾠemphasizes	 ﾠthe	 ﾠglobal	 ﾠ
scope	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠproject,	 ﾠthe	 ﾠopenness	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠformats,	 ﾠthe	 ﾠuse	 ﾠof	 ﾠimages	 ﾠand	 ﾠgraphics	 ﾠ(free	 ﾠto	 ﾠuse	 ﾠ
but	 ﾠcopyright	 ﾠremains	 ﾠwith	 ﾠthe	 ﾠowner),	 ﾠetc.	 ﾠ(Anonymous).	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Antwiki	 ﾠincludes	 ﾠa	 ﾠnumber	 ﾠof	 ﾠsections,	 ﾠall	 ﾠeasily	 ﾠaccessed	 ﾠfrom	 ﾠthe	 ﾠhomepage.	 ﾠThey	 ﾠare:	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•  Identification	 ﾠand	 ﾠSpecies	 ﾠAccounts.	 ﾠThere	 ﾠis	 ﾠa	 ﾠhomepage	 ﾠfor	 ﾠevery	 ﾠknown	 ﾠant,	 ﾠwith	 ﾠ
text,	 ﾠdata,	 ﾠimages,	 ﾠeverything	 ﾠknown	 ﾠabout	 ﾠeach	 ﾠanimal.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠpages	 ﾠcan	 ﾠbe	 ﾠbrowsed	 ﾠin	 ﾠ
various	 ﾠways	 ﾠ–	 ﾠby	 ﾠtaxonomic	 ﾠrank;	 ﾠby	 ﾠcountry	 ﾠor	 ﾠregion;	 ﾠby	 ﾠname;	 ﾠand	 ﾠmore.	 ﾠ
•  Extinct	 ﾠAnts.	 ﾠThis	 ﾠsection	 ﾠis	 ﾠreally	 ﾠabout	 ﾠfossil	 ﾠants.	 ﾠSome	 ﾠare	 ﾠfossilized	 ﾠin	 ﾠstone,	 ﾠthough	 ﾠ
as	 ﾠwith	 ﾠall	 ﾠinsects	 ﾠthese	 ﾠare	 ﾠoften	 ﾠnot	 ﾠwell	 ﾠpreserved	 ﾠdespite	 ﾠthe	 ﾠfact	 ﾠthat	 ﾠinsects	 ﾠwere	 ﾠ
larger	 ﾠin	 ﾠthe	 ﾠpast	 ﾠthan	 ﾠthey	 ﾠare	 ﾠtoday.	 ﾠOthers	 ﾠwere	 ﾠtrapped	 ﾠin	 ﾠplant	 ﾠresin	 ﾠthat	 ﾠhardened;	 ﾠ
the	 ﾠresin	 ﾠis	 ﾠcalled	 ﾠamber	 ﾠif	 ﾠit	 ﾠis	 ﾠolder	 ﾠthan	 ﾠone	 ﾠmillion	 ﾠyears,	 ﾠwhile	 ﾠyounger	 ﾠresins	 ﾠare	 ﾠ
called	 ﾠcopal.	 ﾠAnts	 ﾠso	 ﾠtrapped	 ﾠare	 ﾠusually	 ﾠin	 ﾠbetter	 ﾠshape	 ﾠthan	 ﾠones	 ﾠfossilized	 ﾠin	 ﾠstone.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
•  Behavior.	 ﾠThis	 ﾠin	 ﾠbroken	 ﾠdown	 ﾠinto	 ﾠEthograms;	 ﾠForaging;	 ﾠInterspecific	 ﾠand	 ﾠIntraspecific	 ﾠ
Interactions;	 ﾠand	 ﾠModels	 ﾠof	 ﾠAnt	 ﾠBehavior,	 ﾠwith	 ﾠsubcategories	 ﾠunder	 ﾠeach.	 ﾠ
•  Distribution	 ﾠand	 ﾠDiversity.	 ﾠAnts	 ﾠare	 ﾠfound	 ﾠin	 ﾠa	 ﾠwide	 ﾠvariety	 ﾠof	 ﾠecosystems,	 ﾠand	 ﾠthis	 ﾠ
section	 ﾠallows	 ﾠthe	 ﾠvisitor	 ﾠto	 ﾠsearch	 ﾠby	 ﾠcountry	 ﾠor	 ﾠby	 ﾠtaxonomic	 ﾠgroup,	 ﾠor	 ﾠto	 ﾠsee	 ﾠmaps	 ﾠof	 ﾠ
the	 ﾠdistribution	 ﾠof	 ﾠall	 ﾠgenera.	 ﾠ
•  Ant	 ﾠSocieties.	 ﾠThis	 ﾠsection	 ﾠdescribes	 ﾠLife	 ﾠin	 ﾠan	 ﾠAnt	 ﾠColony.	 ﾠIt	 ﾠalso	 ﾠincludes	 ﾠAnts	 ﾠas	 ﾠPests;	 ﾠ
Classification;	 ﾠIdentification;	 ﾠa	 ﾠGlossary	 ﾠof	 ﾠTerms;	 ﾠCollecting	 ﾠMethods;	 ﾠand	 ﾠSpecimen	 ﾠ
Preparation.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
•  Morphology,	 ﾠAnatomy	 ﾠand	 ﾠTerminology.	 ﾠThis	 ﾠis	 ﾠsubtitled	 ﾠMorphology	 ﾠand	 ﾠTerminology,	 ﾠ
and	 ﾠincludes	 ﾠMorphological	 ﾠTerms;	 ﾠSurface	 ﾠSculpturing	 ﾠ(this	 ﾠdescribes,	 ﾠwith	 ﾠ
photographs,	 ﾠthe	 ﾠvarying	 ﾠsurfaces	 ﾠof	 ﾠvarious	 ﾠants	 ﾠand	 ﾠparts	 ﾠof	 ﾠants,	 ﾠwith	 ﾠdescriptive	 ﾠ
terminology	 ﾠdefined);	 ﾠMorphological	 ﾠMeasurements,	 ﾠdefining	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ“core”	 ﾠmeasurements	 ﾠ
used	 ﾠin	 ﾠdescribing	 ﾠants:	 ﾠCaste	 ﾠTerminology,	 ﾠdefining	 ﾠthe	 ﾠvarious	 ﾠcasts	 ﾠof	 ﾠants;	 ﾠand	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Terminology,	 ﾠwith	 ﾠdescriptions	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠlife	 ﾠhistory	 ﾠstrategies	 ﾠsuch	 ﾠas	 ﾠsubterranean,	 ﾠ
lignicolous,	 ﾠetc.	 ﾠ
•  Biochemistry,	 ﾠGenetics	 ﾠand	 ﾠEvolution.	 ﾠIncluded	 ﾠare	 ﾠSystematics	 ﾠ(Phylogenetics);	 ﾠ
Genetics,	 ﾠwith	 ﾠlinks	 ﾠto	 ﾠsequenced	 ﾠant	 ﾠgenomes	 ﾠwhere	 ﾠavailable,	 ﾠand	 ﾠalso	 ﾠKaryotypes;	 ﾠ
Pheromones	 ﾠand	 ﾠChemicals;	 ﾠand	 ﾠPupal	 ﾠDevelopment.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
•  Ecology.	 ﾠMuch	 ﾠof	 ﾠthis	 ﾠis	 ﾠstill	 ﾠunder	 ﾠconstruction,	 ﾠthough	 ﾠthe	 ﾠframework	 ﾠis	 ﾠset.	 ﾠIt	 ﾠincludes	 ﾠ
Ant	 ﾠNests;	 ﾠMimicry	 ﾠ(nothing	 ﾠlinked);	 ﾠand	 ﾠMorphological	 ﾠand	 ﾠFunctional	 ﾠDiversity	 ﾠof	 ﾠAnt	 ﾠ
Mandibles.	 ﾠThere	 ﾠare	 ﾠalso	 ﾠsections	 ﾠon	 ﾠSpecies	 ﾠInteractions,	 ﾠPredators	 ﾠSpecialized	 ﾠon	 ﾠ
Ants	 ﾠ(no	 ﾠlinks)	 ﾠand	 ﾠTrophic	 ﾠStrategies	 ﾠ(at	 ﾠthis	 ﾠpoint	 ﾠthe	 ﾠonly	 ﾠlink	 ﾠis	 ﾠto	 ﾠone	 ﾠspecies).	 ﾠ
•  Human	 ﾠCulture	 ﾠand	 ﾠAnts.	 ﾠThe	 ﾠlast	 ﾠintern,	 ﾠKatherine	 ﾠBartolomea,	 ﾠworked	 ﾠextensively	 ﾠon	 ﾠ
this	 ﾠsection.	 ﾠShe	 ﾠsearched	 ﾠvarious	 ﾠdatabases	 ﾠboth	 ﾠin	 ﾠpaper	 ﾠand	 ﾠonline	 ﾠfor	 ﾠanything	 ﾠant	 ﾠ
related.	 ﾠThis	 ﾠwas	 ﾠwork	 ﾠthat	 ﾠneither	 ﾠthe	 ﾠresearchers	 ﾠ(who	 ﾠsimply	 ﾠwant	 ﾠto	 ﾠstudy	 ﾠants)	 ﾠor	 ﾠ
the	 ﾠauthor	 ﾠ(who	 ﾠhas	 ﾠa	 ﾠzoology	 ﾠbackground	 ﾠand	 ﾠis	 ﾠnot	 ﾠparticularly	 ﾠinterested	 ﾠin	 ﾠpopular	 ﾠ
culture)	 ﾠwanted	 ﾠto	 ﾠdo.	 ﾠUsing	 ﾠwiki	 ﾠmarkup	 ﾠlanguage,	 ﾠBartolomea	 ﾠcontributed	 ﾠdirectly	 ﾠto	 ﾠ
content	 ﾠon	 ﾠAntwiki	 ﾠand	 ﾠcreated	 ﾠsections	 ﾠon	 ﾠBooks	 ﾠ&	 ﾠLiterature,	 ﾠwith	 ﾠsortable	 ﾠtables	 ﾠfor	 ﾠ
Fiction,	 ﾠNon-ﾭ‐fiction	 ﾠand	 ﾠChildren’s	 ﾠBooks;	 ﾠMovies	 ﾠ&	 ﾠTelevision;	 ﾠMusic;	 ﾠArt;	 ﾠPhotography;	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
Games;	 ﾠ	 ﾠHumor;	 ﾠand	 ﾠFood.	 ﾠOne	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠresearchers,	 ﾠDr.	 ﾠGary	 ﾠAlpert,	 ﾠhas	 ﾠadded	 ﾠ
information	 ﾠabout	 ﾠphotographing	 ﾠants	 ﾠand	 ﾠthere	 ﾠare	 ﾠmore	 ﾠtopics	 ﾠlisted	 ﾠbut	 ﾠnot	 ﾠyet	 ﾠ
populated.	 ﾠ
•  People	 ﾠand	 ﾠHistory	 ﾠof	 ﾠMyrmecology	 ﾠ–	 ﾠthis	 ﾠincorporates	 ﾠGAP,	 ﾠwhich	 ﾠremains	 ﾠas	 ﾠa	 ﾠ
standalone	 ﾠas	 ﾠwell.	 ﾠHowever,	 ﾠthis	 ﾠsection	 ﾠof	 ﾠAntwiki	 ﾠis	 ﾠbeing	 ﾠconstantly	 ﾠupdated	 ﾠwith	 ﾠ
new	 ﾠauthors	 ﾠand	 ﾠarticles	 ﾠwhile	 ﾠGAP	 ﾠis	 ﾠnot.	 ﾠ  10 
•  A	 ﾠTable	 ﾠof	 ﾠContents.	 ﾠThis	 ﾠis	 ﾠstill	 ﾠpretty	 ﾠbare.	 ﾠ
•  And	 ﾠfinally,	 ﾠa	 ﾠ“New	 ﾠto	 ﾠAntwiki?	 ﾠStart	 ﾠHere”	 ﾠpage.	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ
Figure	 ﾠ2.	 ﾠPart	 ﾠof	 ﾠHuman	 ﾠCulture	 ﾠand	 ﾠAnts	 ﾠPage.	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ The	 ﾠwiki	 ﾠsoftware	 ﾠmeans	 ﾠthat	 ﾠAntwiki	 ﾠis	 ﾠdynamic	 ﾠand	 ﾠconstantly	 ﾠgrowing;	 ﾠresearchers	 ﾠ
around	 ﾠthe	 ﾠworld	 ﾠcan	 ﾠupload	 ﾠto	 ﾠit	 ﾠor	 ﾠmake	 ﾠedits	 ﾠas	 ﾠneeded.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ It’s	 ﾠclear	 ﾠfrom	 ﾠeven	 ﾠa	 ﾠquick	 ﾠperusal	 ﾠof	 ﾠAntwiki	 ﾠthat	 ﾠmuch	 ﾠof	 ﾠthe	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠis	 ﾠquite	 ﾠ
technical	 ﾠand	 ﾠmainly	 ﾠof	 ﾠinterest	 ﾠto	 ﾠresearchers.	 ﾠHowever,	 ﾠworldwide	 ﾠthere	 ﾠare	 ﾠa	 ﾠlot	 ﾠof	 ﾠant	 ﾠ
biologists	 ﾠand	 ﾠso	 ﾠfar	 ﾠAntwiki	 ﾠhas	 ﾠreceived	 ﾠover	 ﾠ3	 ﾠmillion	 ﾠhits	 ﾠ(Alpert	 ﾠ2014).	 ﾠFor	 ﾠa	 ﾠbiologist	 ﾠ
working	 ﾠin	 ﾠthe	 ﾠfield,	 ﾠbeing	 ﾠable	 ﾠto	 ﾠquickly	 ﾠaccess	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠabout	 ﾠan	 ﾠant	 ﾠin	 ﾠhand	 ﾠ–	 ﾠto	 ﾠidentify	 ﾠ
it	 ﾠand	 ﾠfind	 ﾠout	 ﾠwhat	 ﾠis	 ﾠknown	 ﾠabout	 ﾠit	 ﾠ–	 ﾠis	 ﾠvery	 ﾠimportant.	 ﾠResearchers	 ﾠcan	 ﾠlook	 ﾠat	 ﾠphotographs,	 ﾠ
read	 ﾠdetailed	 ﾠdescriptions,	 ﾠcheck	 ﾠrelevant	 ﾠarticles,	 ﾠand	 ﾠmore.	 ﾠFor	 ﾠa	 ﾠstudent	 ﾠwanting	 ﾠto	 ﾠknow	 ﾠ
more	 ﾠabout	 ﾠants,	 ﾠor	 ﾠfor	 ﾠa	 ﾠbiology	 ﾠinstructor	 ﾠlooking	 ﾠfor	 ﾠresources	 ﾠto	 ﾠhelp	 ﾠstudents	 ﾠidentify	 ﾠand	 ﾠ
collect	 ﾠinsects	 ﾠor	 ﾠto	 ﾠunderstand	 ﾠbehavior,	 ﾠAntwiki	 ﾠhas	 ﾠmuch	 ﾠto	 ﾠoffer.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
	 ﾠ Even	 ﾠcasual	 ﾠvisitors	 ﾠcan	 ﾠfind	 ﾠinteresting	 ﾠand	 ﾠuseful	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠin	 ﾠAntwiki.	 ﾠThere	 ﾠare	 ﾠ
instructions	 ﾠfor	 ﾠcollecting	 ﾠants	 ﾠ(http://www.antwiki.org/wiki/Collecting_Ants);	 ﾠa	 ﾠpage	 ﾠon	 ﾠAnts	 ﾠ
as	 ﾠPests	 ﾠ(http://www.antwiki.org/wiki/Ants_as_Pests);	 ﾠsections	 ﾠon	 ﾠways	 ﾠto	 ﾠidentify	 ﾠants	 ﾠ(for	 ﾠ
example,	 ﾠhttp://www.antwiki.org/wiki/Ant_Identification);	 ﾠand	 ﾠof	 ﾠcourse	 ﾠthe	 ﾠpage	 ﾠon	 ﾠHuman	 ﾠ
Culture	 ﾠand	 ﾠAnts	 ﾠ(http://www.antwiki.org/wiki/Human_Culture_and_Ants)	 ﾠwith	 ﾠits	 ﾠlists	 ﾠof	 ﾠ
books,	 ﾠfilms	 ﾠand	 ﾠmore.	 ﾠ	 ﾠ
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 ﾠ Antwiki	 ﾠis	 ﾠan	 ﾠexcellent	 ﾠresource	 ﾠfor	 ﾠant	 ﾠbiologists	 ﾠbut	 ﾠalso	 ﾠfor	 ﾠentomologists	 ﾠor	 ﾠfor	 ﾠthose	 ﾠ
taking	 ﾠor	 ﾠteaching	 ﾠan	 ﾠentomology	 ﾠcourse.	 ﾠFor	 ﾠlibrarians	 ﾠhelping	 ﾠresearchers	 ﾠfind	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠor	 ﾠ
articles	 ﾠabout	 ﾠants,	 ﾠit	 ﾠis	 ﾠa	 ﾠrich	 ﾠresource.	 ﾠIt	 ﾠcan	 ﾠbe	 ﾠhelpful	 ﾠfor	 ﾠordinary	 ﾠpeople	 ﾠwondering	 ﾠhow	 ﾠto	 ﾠ
deal	 ﾠwith	 ﾠan	 ﾠant	 ﾠinfestation,	 ﾠor	 ﾠwho	 ﾠjust	 ﾠwant	 ﾠto	 ﾠknow	 ﾠmore	 ﾠabout	 ﾠants.	 ﾠIt	 ﾠalso	 ﾠprovides	 ﾠa	 ﾠ
model	 ﾠfor	 ﾠmaking	 ﾠbiological	 ﾠinformation	 ﾠwidely	 ﾠavailable.	 ﾠLibrarians	 ﾠcan	 ﾠprovide	 ﾠsupport	 ﾠand	 ﾠin	 ﾠ
so	 ﾠdoing	 ﾠenhance	 ﾠthe	 ﾠlibrary’s	 ﾠreputation	 ﾠand	 ﾠincrease	 ﾠits	 ﾠvisibility,	 ﾠshowing	 ﾠthat	 ﾠwe	 ﾠcan	 ﾠassist	 ﾠ
with	 ﾠresearch,	 ﾠsave	 ﾠbiologists	 ﾠtime	 ﾠand	 ﾠeffort,	 ﾠand	 ﾠhelp	 ﾠto	 ﾠprovide	 ﾠresources	 ﾠfor	 ﾠthe	 ﾠ
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